
 

 

 

Safety Protocol Procedures:  

1. Employee must be wearing ALL appropriate designated PPE before entering fire affected areas 
A. Tychem protective Suit with hood 
B. Boots  
C. Full eye protection 
D. NIOSH approved/certified respirator  
E. Rubber or leather gloves 
F. Hard hat 
G. Ear protection (if needed) 

2. Be aware of your surroundings 
 

A. Before entering the property look around to identify hazards 
B. Watch for down power lines or other utility lines 
C. Keep watch on trees which have been burned for falling limbs 
D. Be aware of dangerous building debris lurking under the ash (nails, holes, metal) 
E. Slip & Trip hazards 
F. Be aware of other fuel tanks and potential hazardous materials 
G. Watch out for sharp objects & snags 
H. Watch for hot spots, burning embers 
I. Watch out for burning roots from where trees once stood.  If you step on a burned out root, you have 

potential to twist an ankle or burn your leg. 
3. Communications 

 
A. Check in with the command center before leaving office and returning to office 
B. Know who you’re  with and their location at all times 
C. Utilize radios-Maintain team radio communications frequently 
D. Use the buddy system out in the field 

4. Approaching and securing  Tank 
 

A. Before approaching tank ensure environment is safe to enter  
B. Approach the tank from the side if possible (not the heads) 
C. Use your senses (Listen for audible leaks/sounds/smell) 
D. Inspect the tank from a safe location 
E. Determine if the tank has been involved/impinged upon by fire 
F. Attempt to determine if fuel is remaining in tank  
G. If all the valves are intact feel the tank for cold areas which could signify liquid left in the tank, check the 

visible sight gauge for the tank % if still intact on tank 
H. Check the condition of the valves, are they all there, have they been melted, is the sight gauge legible 
I. Has the relief valve activated (use mirror, do not look into valve directly) 
J. Whenever possible turn off the tank at the shut off valve with hand wheel or when safe to do so, utilize 

wrench on valve stem.  
K. After a fire the brass may have melted and fused the valve stem to the valve body internally.  It is 

important to isolate any potential leak by one of the following methods:  
i. Fold the pigtail & “crimp” the pigtail to stop the leak.   

ii. If safe to do so, remove the remaining portion of the pigtail and utilize a POL lock (with “O-ring”) 
to secure the service valve. If you run out of POL locks, you can utilize O-ring cylinder plugs to 
secure the service valve. 



iii. Slip a rubber plug over the pigtail and secure with small hose clamp    
L. In the event that the fill valve back checks have been compromised causing the tank to leak, utilize a 

Safety Check to place on the fill valve to stop the leak.  If safe to do so, you will need to carefully clean 
the melted plastic fill valve cap to screw on the Safety Check.   

M. In a situation where they may be fire coming from an open valve , pigtail or regulator area and if the 
tank is in a safe location let it burn itself off if you cannot stop the flow of gas 

N. For tanks with openings exposed (valves melted away) still containing product, utilize the wooden 
dowels to plug the tank opening.  

O. For tanks with openings exposed but tank is exhausted of product, secure rest of tank and leave opening 
exposed.   

P. IF EVER IN DOUBT CONTACT COMMAND FOR INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE PROCEDING. 
 

5. Picking up Tank 
 

A. Has the location been scouted previously by a team member 
B. Has the tank been secured for transportation 
C. Do not pump out tanks in fire affected areas, embers potentially could smolder/burn for weeks after the 

fire. 
D. Make sure you have a clear and unimpeded path to the tank, watch for ground debris and overhead 

hazards 
E. GAS IN TANK: Use straps rather than lifting with cable slings from the lifting lugs, use good judgment 

when picking up any and all tanks.  Check the condition of the metal & welds around the lifting lugs 
before using the cable slings  

F. GAS NOT IN TANK:  Use slings or lifting lugs based on your visual assessment of the tank 
G. Follow all crane safety procedures and ensure other team members are not directly located under the 

tank when placing on the truck 
H. Securely strap tank to truck, apply 1075 stickers and safely transport back to the yard 
I. In the event the tank has fuel remaining in the container, do not pump out at location.  Secure the tank 

and ensure it is not leaking.  YOU MAY TRANSPORT TANKS with gas from the customer location to the 
yard under Title 49 CFR 173.315 

 
6. Documentation  

 
A. Good documentation is critical not just now, but more so later as we start to navigate the tank loss. 
B. Complete & record ALL FIELDS OF INFORMATION on a Do Forms document during tank inspections and 

during the tank pick up.  Training of Do Forms will be provided for this segment.  
C. Cleaning tools and equipment will also be provided to each field team member to clean and record the 

information from the tank data plate 


